Ancient Greece Newspaper Project
The year is 400 BC. Greek city-states have Olympic fever! Learning, trade, philosophy, and science are all making great advances. 

THIS PROJECT is to create a partner-collaborated newspaper from the ancient Greek point-of-view. Your and your partner will work together on creating this newspaper, so it will be the result of all of you collaborating to create one final project. Obviously, this will take serious group work skills! 
You must FIRST choose a city-state to represent.  (Thebes, Athens, Sparta, Olympia, Corinth, Delphi, Argos, Mycenea) 
 
_______________________________________ 
Please write your city-state above. 

Next, you must come up with a creative name for your newspaper. I have given you four examples: (The Spartan Herald, The Trojan Times, The Voice of Athens, The Corinthian Post). As a group, come up with something original; try to think of a new name and not ones I listed as examples.
 
_______________________________________ 
Please write the name of your newspaper above. 

**You will use the newspaper template that I provide***

CURRENT EVENT LEAD STORIES 
The newspaper must have THREE (3) lead stories. A lead story must be 4-6 paragraphs….all articles must be complete…you cannot “continue on another page”. These articles should introduce the subject and provide background of the information with specific examples. They will show some analysis of the subject by pointing to the importance and consequences of what the topic discusses. 

You MUST find a picture from the Internet to go along with your story!  All photos need to have “captions”  (use a text box)

Lead stories MUST focus on a “current event” (examples: the Trojan War, the Persian Wars, Alexander the Great’s conquests and/or Pericles’ rise to power, Olympics results, the new democracy rules). 

OTHER NEWS STORIES 
The newspaper will also have multiple lesser detailed news stories. These stories must be anywhere from 2-4 paragraphs. These articles should introduce the subject and provide background of the information with specific examples. You MUST find a picture from the Internet to go along with your story. 
These stories should focus on topics such as: 
1. Sports – Olympic games, updates on which city-state is leading the medal count, any records broken during yesterday events, etc. 
2. Travel – This might include a highlight about one of the cities that Alexander the Great built or rebuilt, a special site to feature of another place in the Greek empire, etc. This article MUST include WHERE this place is located and WHY your reader should see it.   A detailed visit to an oracle is also a good idea.
3. Culture – Famous sculptures, architecture, clothing, foods, etc. Talk about “what’s hot in fashion” in the Greek city-states. Discuss a “new” building that was just finished.
4. Religion – Talk about one or more of the Greek gods, their importance to Greece or one of the cities, their contribution to Greece, etc. How a holiday is coming up and what the celebration will be.
5. Science – Focus on one of the advances in math, science, medicine, physics or astronomy. Research a scientist or Greek mathematician and discuss what he “discovered”
6. Politics – Focuses on the Greek democracy of Athens, might highlight the leaders in bringing democracy to the city-states 
7. General Info: This might discuss one of Alexander’s non-military achievements, articles of general interest, a biography, etc
8. Philosophy: This might focus on Socrates, Plato or Aristotle and one of their “classes” or on ETHICS or rhetoric or the role of the citizen, etc.

Fillers: For little spaces that need to be filled up, try these: 
Weather: Remember the Greeks believed that the weather was controlled by the gods, so when discuss the weather, you must explain WHY it will be a nice day or not.
Oracle Prediction: What are the oracles saying?  Make a prediction based off of what is happening at THAT time (400 BC)
Want Ads: A detailed description of something being sold.
Comics: Create a “Greek” comic or a political cartoon. (extra points for this one)
http://www.makebeliefscomix.com/  Make your comic here and copy & paste.

INFORMATION 
This newspaper is to be based on FACTUAL INFORMATION. Avoid making up any fictional stories. Obviously creativity will allow you to make up “interviews” for your stories, but you MUST maintain factual information throughout the paper.

Criteria
Your Points
Point Value
Unique Title

3

3 major articles on different topics
Each article is 4-6 paragraphs long (Greek-ify your name)
Each article includes factual background info on real event
Each article includes quote/part of an interview from a Greek person
Each article demonstrates research/knowledge of Ancient Greece
Each article is proofread and in the students own words: follows NJ STATE Rubric (not repetitive, proper point of view) 
Each article has appropriate photo with captions


60
(20 each)
Other News Articles:
Each article is 2-4 paragraphs long
Each article includes background info
Each article is proofread and in the students own words: NJ Rubric


15
Fillers
Newspaper has a nice variety of fillers (no duplicates)
Newspaper has a Greek related comic made on website (extra points)
Fillers make sense, are Greek related and proofread




12
Layout and Teamwork
Student kept proper layout, format, template,  newspaper is attractive, neat, & completed on time and students worked as a team


10
Total


100
****If articles are missing, too short, copied and pasted or the newspaper is incomplete or missing ANY of the above or you changed the newspaper template….The ENTIRE group gets an F.***

